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It has always been the responsibility of a government to enact policy that responds to the needs

of the people. Here at Emilia-Token we want to change this and put the power into the peoples 

hands. With plans of DOA in the future we'll bring equality to the holders through a fair voting 

system that will not only take into account the largest holders but also what the majority holders 

want with a “Fair Voting System” FVS for short. More on this later. Emilia-Token's plan is to bring 

hyper deflationary assets to the next level, with our limited 100 token supply and consistent 

monthly 5% burns (subject to change) the supply will always be burning up even if there’s no 

volume.  
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Today, High supply 

Tokens dominant the 

space.

Typically crushing the average 
investor as they try to get a "Good 
Average" 

Catchy naming conventions trick 
average investor into these high 
supply tokens.

Investors 18-65 are at 100% higher risk of being scammed 

by these High supply tokens then in the year 2000 as more 

investors are in the space today then ever.
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When considering the crypto space, the potential impact on society and our shared quality of life 

goes beyond just what happens to a segment of our youth. It extends far past a couple young 

adults getting scammed and losing out on a couple hundred dollars.

Chapter 1:

The Impact of Doing Nothing
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Strain on BSC Networks

The most obvious, of course, is the direct impact 

on our BSC Network. For every new project that is 

tabled, the network is significantly labored by the 

increase of token releases. This drives up costs of 

transactions even at the smaller cost that BSC 

brings to the space.

Lack of Productivity 

Firstly, the idea of long-term project growth has 

been killed. It's now all about getting together five 

to ten different people to create "Pump and 

Dumps" schemes that hurt the overall community 

and cause peoples miss-trust in the space. We 

can also notice once these project have been 

released and the price pumps the productivity 

stops and the developers typically leave the 

project.

Neglected Population Segments 

Our ability to treat people within the crypto 

setting is determined by limited resources 

(finances, people, facilities, etc.). When thinking 

about the costs of listing a new project you can 

start with as low as 8 dollars. Young people 

grow older and introduce their numerous ideas 

to our system, and use their resources to 

manage the current issues from existing 

projects. Which in most cases turn out to be 

either rug pulls or just scams in general. 

This is just a short list of those who would 

become scammed and leave the space: 

– Third world countries

– New immigrants

– Individuals dealing with long-term chronic

   illnesses, or various diseases and cancers

– Those dealing with mental health issues

– Veterans 

When the BSC network suddenly begins to slow 

down due to the new projects being listed and 

the costs of the average transaction goes up by 

over 100% various groups of people (even just 

by 5%) start a ripple effect which causes miss-

trust and leave the space forever believing that 

the whole space is a scam. Everyone is here for 

a quick buck and Emilia-Token is here to 

change that for long term holders.
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Emilia-Token wants to stay on top when it comes to low fees, High percentage burns (5% monthly) and 

longevity. By bringing an ecosystem of 1% fees on buys and sells we're lowering the cost of entry even 

further to hyper deflationary assets. 

Our current fee structure is as listed below: 
.25% for burning
.25% for reflections
.25% for marketing wallet 
.25% for liquidity injection
 
We believe that this brings the best of what all crypto has to offer and we're bringing it to you for 1%. 
We know how much the community love reflections (The behavior of your wallet increasing as 
transactions happen). So we made sure to include this in our fee structure. 

Chapter 2: The Fee Proposal: 

Implementation,

Purpose, Expectations
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Betting platform 

By Q4 of 2023 we plan on integrating our own 

"Price Prediction Betting Platform" PPBP for 

short. This will allows user to "Place bets" on the 

future price of not only Emilia-Tokens. But also 

popular coins such as BNB, ETH, and more! This 

will be an exciting feature as .25% will burn 

Emilia-Tokens every transaction. 

Dex

We plan on having our own Dex Q4 of 2023, this 

will include a website similar to poocoin.app that 

allows users to view and trade new cryptos easily. 

With this Dex we plan on making sure to have a 

"Security Scanner" SS that will automatically show 

assets with certain supplies and use parts of 

Token Sniffer to valid the contracts "Safety" score.    
Cross Chain Swap

In Q2 2023 we plan on dropping our own swap for 

the community which will have the normal fees of 

Emilia-Token and strive to drop the average cost 

of swaps that are seen on pancake swap because 

of the higher volume. This Cross-Chain swap will 

allows users to swap Coins like ETH for BNB or 

BNB or ETH....with more chains planned in the 

future!

Manual burns
 
We plan on doing manual burns monthly of 5% of 
the current circulating supply. With over 18% of 
the supply already burnt up...we're setting 
ourselves apart from other tokens with high 
supply that would take years to burn through. 
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